
 

 Used 2012 Hydra Rig 2" Coiled Tubing Unit

 Oilfield Equipment
  

  
  

 Status: Available

Make Model Ton Rating Boom Length Stock Number Serial Number

Hydra Rig 2" Coiled Tubing
Unit

CT-002 -

Engine HP Transmission Suspension Miles Hours

- - - - - -

  
A cost- and time-effective solution for well intervention operations employs coiled tubing. Instead of removing the tubing
from the well to fix a problem like a workover rig, coiled tubing is inserted into the tubing against the pressure of the well
and during production. The coiled tubing is a continuous length of steel or composite tubing that is flexible enough to be
wound on a large reel for transportation. The coiled tubing unit is composed of a reel with the coiled tubing, an injector,
control console, power supply and well-control stack. The coiled tubing is injected into the existing production string,
unwound from the reel, and inserted into the well. The advantage of coiled tubing over conventional straight tubing Is the
fact that coiled tubing does not have to be screwed together, and does not require a workover rig. Because coiled tubing
is inserted into the well while production is ongoing, it is also a cost-effective choice and can be used on high-pressure
wells. Specs Length: 53' Width: 8' 5" Height: 13' 6" Cabin features Custom built cabin manufactured with top of the line
materials Custom paint and full vinyl wrap Low profile LEDs and textured floors Fully customized console controls Reel
features Trailer mounted Built-in tubing reel brake safety Tubing data acquisition control system & software Two-part
drive gear to increase serviceability without reel removal
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Price is Ex Works
Sales Tax: Not included
FET: Not Included

Terms: 15% Non-Refundable Deposit up front w/ balance due upon completion. Quote valid for 30 days, subject to prior sale.
CraneWorks makes no claims with regard to roadability or permit requirements associated with the operation of this
equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to verify that the purchased equipment meets local, state, and federal regulations. 

NOTE: If roadability is of concern, CraneWorks will provide a weight study from the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee its
accuracy.
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